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A twisted blend of hip-hop, insane humor and hardcore-rap is provided by DJ Maffmatix and Sleazy E of

Dislocated Boner. 15 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: White-Boy Rap, HIP HOP/RAP: Alternative Hip Hop

Details: One, Sleazy-E, from the streets of DC. The other, DJ Maffmatix, straight out of Boston. When

they mixed their powers, it created one nasty musical slime beast from hell. It's name, Dislocated Boner.

Imagine mixing NWA with Weird Al. Imagine mixing the Beastie Boys with Green Jelly. Imagine mixing...

everything, into a blend of hip-hop madness. Dislocated Boner is known for it's sense of humor, and you

have to have one to enjoy DB's music. Plus most of it is catchy as hell! Currently residing in sunny Los

Angeles, DB is working on their fourth album. A FEW REVIEWS OF SOME OF DB'S TRACKS: On

"When I Blow Up": "Hehe, love the intro to this, really dark and the lyrics are hot also. I don't listen to

much hip hop except for NWA, but i love the sound of this... it moves along really well. Brilliant lyrics. The

music in this is excellent also... thanks for the pointer guys. Extra cool track." "The beginning of this song

was coolness. Oh wow... this is REALLY good. The beat is so catchy. Oh and the chorus! This is my

favorite track of yours. I love everything about it. It's catchy, never gets boring, beat is awesome, lyrics

are rockin, voices sound perfect, great effects, great transitions. Oh god... i have to sit down." On "Broke

Ass Pimp": "Broke Ass Pimp is the #2 on my fav's coming out by you guys. Keep it out there and crazy

and you got my ear. I have been showing all my friends and they all love it. DEFINATELY an excellent

song to bust you out of whatever state of mind you're in. Good high energy songs for drivin to College in

the morning." On "Big Bad China Man": "I never thought that I could listen to anything new after I stopped

listening to hip hop. But I love the chorus and rhymes. Hilarious lyrics. :D" On "Straight Pimpin": "I luv it.

This make is hott. All 3 verses were dope as make, and the chorus is tite 2. I think micdog's part on the

hook was a lil quiet, but it's still straight. I luv the ending... "i sound like a baby cryin... cuz im smooooooth,
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cold blooded"...that make was hilarious." On "You're Gonna Die": "Man yall cats is trippin wit tha songs

man. Yall sound like ICP 1994 - 1997 when they actually were creative with their make. So i am definately

feelin this make." Just a few reviews for you to understand what some people are saying about DB.

DJMaffmatix@Dislocatedboner.com
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